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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

Segmentation and classification are the important task in remote sensing image analysis.
Image segmentation can be done by combining both spectral and textural features. Linear
filters are used to provide enhanced spatial patterns. For each pixel location, we compute
combined texture and spectral features using local spectral histogram. Segmentation is given
by estimating combination weights, which indicate segment ownership of pixels. In the
classification stage local self similarity feature can be used to capture the internal geometric
layout of an image. By combining the advantages from both segmentation and classification
better performance can be achieved.

INTRODUCTION
Optical sensors can be used to sense the remote sensing images.
Sensor produce very high spatial resolution remote sensing
images that contain valuable spatial and textural information for
land cover classification. Land can be classified using either pixel-
based or object-based approaches. The pixel-based method
classifies each pixel individually, whereas the object-based
method require image segmentation that groups pixel in to regions
before the classification step. Compared to pixel-based methods,
the object-based method provides straight forward solutions that
incorporate geometrical information from remote sensing images.
Therefore they can handle the noise that is inherent in the images.
High resolution images contain rich texture information to
improve segmentation results. Therefore remote sensing image
segmentation methods are expected to make use of both spectral
and texture information. We use local self histogram
representation to provide an effective feature to capture both
spectral and texture information. Manual interpretation is typically
needed in order to utilize the segmentation results at multiple
levels. We propose a scale integration method to approximately
characterize spatial patterns and give controlled smoothing effects.

Features Based on Local Self Histogram

The spectral histogram is defined as the concatenation of the
histograms of different filter responses is given by,

HW = | | (HW
(1), HW

(2),…., HW
(K) ) (1)

The spectral histogram characterizes both local patterns via
filtering and global patterns through a histogram. With properly
selected filters, the spectral histogram is sufficient to capture
texture appearance. A local spectral histogram is computed over a
window centered at a pixel location. With the integral histogram
computed for each sub band image, we can obtain any local
spectral histogram. To specify a spectral histogram, one needs to
choose a set of filters. Three types of filters are used here, they are

intensity filter, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters and Gabor
filters. LoG filters are given by

LoG (x, y| )  =  ( + − 2 ) e−( ) (2)

Local spectral histograms are capable of capturing both spectral
and texture information for remote sensing images. We apply
such filters to each spectral band, where the intensity filter gives
spectral intensities and other linear filter generates sub band
images that enhance certain spatial structures. Local spectral
histograms are computed from local windows across all the bands,
which collectively define a region appearance based on spectral
and spatial properties. Spectral histograms are built on local
distributions and sharpened images which gives more detailed
distributions.

Segmentation and Classification Algorithm

Segmentation Algorithm

Segmentation algorithm utilizes local spectral histogram features
to produce accurate segmentation. It can be performed by

 Segmentation Using Linear Regression
 Segmentation Algorithm With Dimensionality

Reduction

Segmentation Using Linear Regression

Consider an image consists of three agricultural fields. The local
spectral histogram at a pixel location is computed using a square
window that crosses two regions. As the feature does not carry
discriminative information, the corresponding pixel is difficult to
classify. Assume that local spectral histogram within a
homogeneous regions are approximately constant, we then have a
representative feature for each region. Let us consider only
intensity filters which simplify the local spectral histograms to
local histograms of pixel intensity. The local histogram of pixel
can be approximated by linear combination of two histograms and
the combination weights correspond to the area coverage within
the window. Hence, we assign this pixel to the region whose
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histogram has larger weights. Such a linear relationship between a
boundary feature and representative features holds other filter
responses, except the very large scale filters. Since filtering in
spectral histograms aims to capture basic spatial patterns, the use
of large scale filters is discouraged. Although a filter may have
strong responses to region boundaries, it does not have a
significant effect on the local spectral histograms. By extending
this analysis, each feature in an image can be regarded as the
linear combination of all representative features. It can be
computed manually selecting seeds within each region.

Segmentation Algorithm with Dimensionality Reduction

In semi automatic segmentation method, a human operator needs
to choose seeds to obtain representative features. The choice of
seeds must be subjective and reliant. To address this problem an
unsupervised method is presented to estimate representative
features. Along a similar line, features are projected onto low
dimensional space, which reduces the noise and speeds up the
algorithm significantly. Using SVD the feature dimension can be
reduced. Sub space projection can also reduce the feature
dimension to the number of representative features, which is
typically smaller than 10.

Classification Using Svm

The hierarchical description of the image forms the basis to the
classification step. To extract features from each segmented parts,
the LSS method is used. The LSS describes the similarity between
a patch and its neighboring region in an image. It offers a single
unified way to describe the internal relations in an image and is
adopted for object classification and scene recognition.
In the classification step, SVM is used as a classifier and pattern
recognizer. . The choice is mainly based on the fact that it is one
of the state-of-the-art classifiers on bag-of-visual-words image
representation. we adopted the C-SVC in LIBSVM with an RBF
kernel. The parameters of the SVM are obtained by cross
validation on a subset of manually labeled training parts. For
example, the kernel parameter and cost parameter C are set to 2
and 0.762 respectively. SVM is chosen because of its fast
optimization algorithm, and solves classification and regression
problems. The goal of SVM is to produce a model which predicts
the target values of the test data attributes. A version of SVM for
regression is called support vector regression (SVR).The model
produced by support vector classification, depends on a subset of
the training data, because the cost function for building the model
does not care about the training points that lie beyond the

margin.SVM classifier is easier to use than neural network.
Classification task usually involves separating data into training
and testing sets. Each instance in the training set contains one
target value and several attributes.

CONCLUSION
This paper describes a new method for segmenting remote
sensing images based on spectral and texture features. We use
local spectral histogram to provide combined features .By
regarding each feature as a linear combination of several
representative features; we formulate the segmentation problem as
a multi variant linear regression. We also propose SVD to
automatically estimate representative features and select proper
scales. The performance of our method can degrade when
choosing a large segment number to deal with a complex scene.
The reason is that with more representative features, the least
squares solution is more sensitive to noise and the estimated
combination weights must not correspond to actual coverage
fractions. In most cases, this problem can be tackled by a divide-
and-conquer strategy, and the final result is obtained by merging
the segments with similar representative features.
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